
Westinghouse 2 Slice Retro
Toaster, Red
249109

64,95 €

Elegant 2 slice retro toaster with 6 different browning
levels, auto-centering mechanism and a warming rack for
keeping your toast warm.

About the Retro 2 Slice Toaster
A crispy croissant in the morning or a perfect gold brown slice of toast? The elegant RETRO 2 SLICE TOASTER with
six different browning levels will meet all of the preferences to prepare an evenly toasted bagel, croissant or slice of
bread in no time. The retro look of the toaster will be a perfect addition to your kitchen!

Functional Warming Rack
The warming rack is a great tool to warm up or defrost without having to put the toast in the toaster itself. If your toast
is ready but your egg is still boiling, just use the warming rack to keep your toast warm. With the cool touch grip, you
can safely take off the warming rack after usage.

Automatic Centering Mechanism
The Westinghouse Retro Toaster features an automatic centering system that keeps the bread in the middle. The
system makes sure your bakery goods will brown evenly on both sides. When the toaster is ready, the toasted bakery
goods can be taken out without any difficulties. 

Easy Cleaning
No more breadcrumbs scattered all over the counter. The removable crumb tray makes sure the remaining
breadcrumbs are collected together easily. It allows you to clean your precious toaster in just a matter of seconds.
Rinse, dry and insert the crumb tray before use.

Defrost and Preheat Mode
The smart defrost function makes it possible to toast frozen bread directly from the freezer, which saves time in the
morning or, for example, a spontaneous visit of a friend. Just want to re-heat without toasting? The heating function
allows you to re-heat your bakery goods or pastry. 

Colour - Cranberry Red
To stay in the retro mood, CRANBERRY RED is elected to be one of the iconic colours of the Westinghouse Retro
Series. Do you remember the warm colour of cranberry chutney?

SRP 64,95 €

PRODUCT DETAILS

Colour

Size 4 SLICES, 2 SLICES
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To give your kitchen a subtle colour accent, Cranberry Red is the perfect choice.

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 4895218314645

Manufacturer number: WKTTB857RD

Product weight: 2.2 kilograms
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